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ASUNM Senator Dave Rigsby's
request that a Senate committee of
three be established to investigate
the judicial system in the women's
dormitories has again forced Senate
to review an area in which they have
no purview.
Rigsby's bill to create the
committee was sent to Senate
Steering Committee over his
objections. He had asked that Senate
consider the bill last night, rather
than next week because of the
urgency of the situation. Rigsby
alleged that Indians are being
discriminated against by the judicial
boards in the women's dorms.
If a resident of the women's

dormitories has a complaint with
either referrals or standards boards,
she may take it before Women's
Coordinating Council (WCC), which
is made up of all hall presidents. In
the event that the resident feels her
treatment at the hands of wee is
unfair, she may ask Residence Hall
Council (RHC) to make an
investigation. The next step is to
take the complaint, if RHC's
performance is unsatisfactory, to
Housing Committee or any of the
housing deans.
Rigsby, instead of asking Senate
to take action, should have sent the
women to one of the existing bodies
which could handle their complaint.
If the women felt their treatment

was still unfair after they h_ad
exhausted all other avenues, the vice
president for student affairs should
be called in. Senate, after all, has no
juris diction over. judicial or
behavioral problems m the dorms.
The most Senate could do, which
certainly would not satisfy the
aggrieved, is slap the wrists of those
in command. Any one of the other
bodies on the other hand, could
take ~oncrete steps which would
rectify the complaints.
Steering Committee, in view of
the judicial avenues available within
the dorm system, should ignore
Rigsby's out of hand request.

Zimmerman Library Called 'Fire Trap'
. "If anyone. was caught in the upper floors of the
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Letters:
Seeds of Racism
To the Editor:
The seeds of racism and injustice
have been sown and spread in this
country for too long. The black man,
Chicano and native American have
been massacred, enslaved, stepped-on
and abused for too long. The mural
depicting the three cultures of New
Mexico in Zimmerman library is
another example of the perpetuation
of the superior attitude on the part
of the "Anglo."
The degrading symbolism is
apparent and as long as this and
other forms of racial discrimination
are left untouched and not talked
about we will never solve our
problems of crime, poverty, war, the
broken human spirit, etc., and we
will never have a free society for all.
Regardless of the artist's cultural and
racial attitudes or his interpretation
of the three cultures in New Mexico,
the Chicano and native American at
this time-now-today-find this
painting very derogatory. When this
country's middle class, super
patriotic citizens and the power elite
and whoever fits into this category,
with their smug attitudes toward
ethnic groups find it in their minds
to respect and consider our feelings
as humans, things will change.
When government policy
(University administrative policy
included) and ·connoisseurs of art
think more of money spent on
repairs for this painting rather than
of human feelings and the
psychological damage inflicted upon
these ethnic groups, society is in a
.bad situation. We are people too.
Read up on real history and find out
about your fellow homo
sapiens-we've made contributions
to this country and the world. Teach
everyone some of our history in
"everybody's" schools, we helped
build this country also. We pay taxes
for our schools, we deserve all
freedoms just like you. Will you give
up your power struggle? Our
people-the third world people-the
underdogs (los de abajo) will not
remain non-vocal or in-active much
longer. Ya basta!
Emiliano Aranda
LAS in Trouble
To the Editor:
Unfortunately for Albuquerque,
its Legal Aid Society (LAS) is
presently a victim of "cutthroat"
politics. In reality, it is the poor
segment of our population that is the
victim. Many remember the legal aid
controversy last year which resttlted
in the withdrawal of financial
support from our United
Community Fund (UCF).
· This support usually came as a
gift - in - grant amounting to
$25,000 annually. Since this
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donation is no longer forthcoming,
the LAS is now faced with the task
of raising this amount from other
sources if its program is to remain a
functioning part of our community.
However, this places the LAS in an
embarrassing situation since its
members are not professional fund
raisers and thus lack the expertise
needed for such an activityTheir only appeal is to the citizens
of Albuquerque who feel that
effective and equal legal
representation is a right, not a
privilege. LAS has proven that this is
their only objective. We pledge
support to this organization, and,
sincerely hope that the student
body, faculty and administration at
this University do the same.
Alexander N. Pattakos
Richard I. Harris
Defense Budget
To the Editor:
80 percent, 36 percent, or two
percent of our tax money is too
much of an allocation for a defense
budget! It seems to me· that grown
"intelligent" men should be able to
iron out their differences in a
manner that would preclude the
necessity of "power based"
· bargaining.
When disasters such as occurred in
Pakistan take place, and when you
have people existing miserably in
every part of the globe, .apd you
insist on being concerncd with
defense budgets, ICBMls and B-52's,
then it is time that a nuclear holocast
occurs so that the universe may be
cleansed of this wretched earth. The
only thing that makes nuclear war
more horrible than the war in
Vietnam or more horrible than the
suffering of deprived human beings is
that if we had a nuclear war, the pigs
who profit from these conditions
would be put out of business.
Antonio Garcia
Mural
To the Editor:
Much has been said pro and con
about the dgfacement of the mural
in the library. Though we · do not
necessarily support the method by
which the objection to the mural was

expressed, we do understand and
sympathize with the negative
reaction to the painting.
At the time, the artist probably
intended to portray an idealized
relationship between some of the
ethnic groups of New Mexico.
However, at the present, this
painting can be easily interpreted as
showing a patronizing relationship,
which we feel is offensive.
Signed, Mary Lou Hall, Beatrice
Carasso, Velma McConnell, Floy
Barrett, Sandra Aguilar, Carolyn
Tucker.
Badies
To the Editor:
"Las Chicanas," in a letter printed
in The Lobo Dec. 1, stated that
"Indians and Mexicans joined arms
in many bloody revolts against
representatives of Manifest Destiny"
and implored us to read New
Mexican history to verify this.
Perhaps "Las Chicanas" should
reread the history of the Southwest
before picking out incidents to base
arguments on. If one does, in fact,
read the history of the Southwest it
will be found that Mexican
forbearers, the Spanish, conquered
the Southwest just as the whites did.
. The native Indians opposed both
invaders with equal zeal.
The Spaniards invaded before the
white man did from already
conquered Mexico leaving a trail of
Indian blood in their wake. They
enslaved and exploited the Indians of
New Mexico and the Southwest as
much as whites exploited and
enslaved the Negro. The Spanish
destroyed entire cultures, such as the
Inca in Mexico, and were renowned
for their "insane cruelty" and "evil
nature.'' The Indians were murdered,
oppressed and robbed by the
Spanish. And for what reason?
Simply out of lust for wealth and
gold. These people . were not as
innately good as "Las Chicanas" and
related groups would like us to
believe.
· The Southwestern Indian wasn't
innately good either. They were
c o n tin u o u s 1y at w a r w i th

neighboring tribes and dealt out a
great deal of cruelty and oppression
also, only on a smaller scale. The
white man, it is true, committed
astounding and grievous crimes
against both the N£'gro and the
American Indian and, to a smaller
extent, to the Chicano. In history
Chicano forbearers were invaders just
as forbearers of the whites were.
Neither, at that time, held any
rightful claim to the land they
occupied but nevertheless stayed to
build and raise families. But this
generation of Spanish descendants
cannot be held responsible for the
actions of those who preceeded them
any more than this generation of
whites can be held responsible for
the · actions of their predecessors.
There is not a single race, I dare say,
that hasn't seen both sides of human
nature.
The implications of the mural in
Zimmerman library, either social,
political or whatever, is no excuse to
destroy it, just as the political or
social views of an individ'ual is no
reason to destroy him. (I am not
accusing "Las Chicanas".) It seems
that these groups of people are
embracing the very things they were
once opposed to. They ·claim to be
against racism, but in their rhetoric
·they continuously attack the entire
white race regardless of the fact that
a great many white people are as
devoutly in to the war against
repression as they arc. Most of these
groups tend to react from an
emotional level rather than a rational
one and because of this they are no
more sincerely motivated to reaching
a just and fair solution than an
enraged mob is.
To ever achieve the goals we have
set for ourselves we must first
become rational and stop emotional
rhetoric and emotional actions
because they ·court disaster. This is
an old line, but we do havH to work
together. Distorting thH truth for any
causH is a gross mistake. Only seemg
what you wish to see and telling
what you wish to be heard are two
reasons we are in this situation
today.
James R. Parkey

Photo by Chuck Fell
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What would he do if there were
a fire? The stacks in Zimmerman
Library have been labeled a
"death
trap"
by University
librarians. The facility has never
been inspected by city fire
inspectors. Windows in the stacks
are bolted shut to prevent theft of
books.

Zimmerman Stacks

c
0

Zimmerman Library stacks during a fire he would be killed "
said Norr!s _Maxwell librarian, after Lobo inquiries fom~d
s~veral bmldmgs on campus had never been inspected by the
frre department or were termed "fire traps" by Walter Lewis,
campus safety director.
Zimmerman library exemplifies the type of fire hazards
present in several UNM buildings. Maxwell said "due to the
stacks' soli? but unplanned construction by the WPA in the
late 1930's, it has inadequate fire evacuation routes and
facilities. With its ventilation holes on each floor the place
would burn like a bessemer converter."
'
Escape from the stacks in case of fire would be made
difficult by unlit staircases located in different places on each
floor. The windows were sealed shut years ago when students
would toss books out to their friends. A dumb waiter next to
the ancient elevator also provides a fire feeding draft to all
·
floors of the stack tower.
. A~though the new part of the library has emergency
h~htmg ~n~ ~asy escape routes, the.> older portiop does not.
Air conditlonmg vents contribute to the fire hazard in. the
stacks by being a floor to floor pipeline for killing smolw.
. Maxwell is in the proeess of formulating and posting a
library emergency evacuation plan but he said, "our firf.'
alarm system consists of someone running from floor to floor
yelling 'fire.' "
Lewis added to Maxwell's comments on the Zimmerman
sta_cks. He said, "The thing has been a problem since it was
bmlt. It's one of those things you keep your fingers crossed
abo_ut. There isn't even a sprinkler system there. It seems
until recently the books were considered more valuable than
human life since sprinkler water damages the volumes more
than fire might." Lewis and Maxwell expressed deep concern
over students who smoke on the stair landings in the stacks
and feared one flippantly tossed cigarette would cause a blaze
that could easily burn or suffocate many people.
Zii?merman's _f~e prc:>blems are not because of neglect by
the library adm1mstrat10n. T~e entire campus has felt the
money squeeze especially this year and both Lewis and
Maxwell complained about the lack of funds available to
properly construct campus structures with fire preventative
remodeling.
(please turn to page 9)

Nixon: Bombing Resumption Possible
If North Vietnam Fires at Reconnaissance Flights
WASHINGTON
(UPI)President Nixon warned Thursday
night he would resume bombing
of military sites and supply lines
in North Vietnam if Hanoi had
developed - and appeared ready
to use-the capability to interfere
with the withdraw} of U.S. troops
from South Vietnam.
At a nationally televised and
broadcast news conference, the
President said he intended to
continue unarmed reconnaissance
flights over North Vietnam. He
said he would orde1· warplanes
flying with the reconnaissance
aircraft to return firt:> from the
ground to destroying not only the
air - to - ground missiles and
antiaircraft batteries, but the
military installations around
them.
If
the
continuing

reconnaissance flights find "that
the
North
Vietnamese
are
threatening
our
withdrawing
forces, or developing a capacity to
threaten them... , then I will
order the bombing of military
sites in North Vietnam," Nixon
said. He said this would include
supply lines.
"At a time when we are
withdrawing it is vitally important
that
the
President
protect
American forces," he said.
The President said he was
issuing the warning to clear-up
"misunderstandings" about the
informal agreement put into
effect when the United States
stopped the bombing of North
Vietnam in 1968.
"I trust that is not necessary,"
he said of this threat to renew the
bombing.

Nixon responded to a question
about whether the bombing !'aids
staged on Nov. 22 by 250 U.S.
fighte1· bombers represented a
subtle change in U.S. policy in
Southeast Asia.
Nixon
said
that
former
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
former Defense Secretary Clark
Clifford and former Ambassador
Cyrus Vance all stated at the time
the bombing was halted in 1968
that it was being done with the
understanding
that
the
reconnaissance
flights
would
continue.

Ni...::on said the United States
was prepared to undertake a cease
fire
over the
Christmas-Tet
holidays in Vietnam "on a limited
basis."

.

But he said North Vietnam had
turned down a prolonged cease
fire during the holidays.
Nixon also backed up Secretary
of State William P. Rogers'
statement to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee that the
United States has no intention of
sending ground combat troops
back into Cambodia.

Rail Clerks' Union Agrees
To End Nationwide Strike
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
striking rail clerks' union, faced
with a $200,000 - a - day fine,
agreed Thursday night to t'nd a
nationwide walkout that had
thrown movement of passengers,
fn•ighl and Christmas mail into
chaos for 1H hours.
C.L. Dt'llis, the leader of the
l'ebellious union who had dtopped
from sight sinet• tht• nationwidP
1·ail shutdown began, reappeared
and announced he was ordering
his membership back to work
after the railroads and the
government
promised
"expedited" contract bargaining.

~'
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"I now order my people to
return to work immediately on a
temporary basis pending final
determination on our dispute,"

Friday, December 11 1 1970

Denis told a news conference at
the Labor Departme11t.
His
announcement
came
shortly after U.S. District Judge
John H. Pratt held the clerks'
unim1 in contempt of court and
gave it until midnight EST to
return to work or face a daily fine
of $200,000.
But Denis made it clear his
back - to · wol'k order was only
h~mptwary. He indicated he might
order his 200,000 members back
on strike if contract negotiations
arc not productive by the end of
the stl'ike moratorium voted by
Congress early Thursday.
Congress ordered a delay in the
rail strike until March 1. Denis
said
fede1'ally
mediated
negotiations were getting under
way immediately.

Photo by Chuck Fell

On Strike

In Albuquerque, members of
the Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline
Clerks
picketed
the
AT&SF yard as part of a
nationwide strike. The union
agreed to go back to work late last
night ending the possible threat of
mail tieups.
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Experience in Blackness .

Police Academy One of Best in Nation

Uhuru Sasa Relates to Blacks

Longest Training Program in Country Includes College Courses
By DAVE PARKER
The Albuquerque Police
Academy, generally recognized as
one of the finest in the nation, has
broadened its program to include
college courses, law training and
ethnic awareness sessions as it
moves toward a more social
orientation,
Since its inception in 1959,
police training in Albuquerque has
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If Really Is a

Discount Store!
We meet or beat all
advertized liquor specials

undergone such radical changes
that Capt. Don L. Daniel, head of
the Training and Community
Relations Division of the
Albuquerque Police Dept., of
which the academy is a part,
describes today 's academy
program as "50 percent different
than it was 11 years ago."
The training period for cadets
has increased from 11 to 20
weeks - the longest training
period of any police academy in
the nation. The staff, once a single
police officer, now numbers five
and includes a lieutenant and a
sergeant. More than 460
policemen have been trained in
the past 11 years and the academy
has moved from its former
quarters at Broadway and Tijeras
to a new site on the University of
Albuquerque campus.
Broad Curriculum
But the single biggest factor in
the evolution of the police
training operation has been the
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broadening of its curriculum and
the move into college training for
policemen in conjunction with the
University of Albuquerque.
All potential police officers in
the academy now take two regular
college courses - social problems
and speech- during their
training. The academy schedule is
also being altered to include
problems of social, cultural and
low income significance.
"We're more social oriented,"
said Capt. Daniel. He went on to
attribute this to outside pressures
from society in general and a
gradual change in the attitudes
within the police force itself.
Criminology Degree
One factor responsible for the
policemen's 'change in attitude is
the increasing emphasis on

academy draw -the most active
shift for serious crime in the most
troublesome areas upon their
graduation.
Psychological Test
Another policeman, who asked
not to be identified, cdticized the
fact that a psychological test is
not a prerequisite for becoming an
Albuquerque policeman.
"Many of our problems stem
from sadistic officers that give the
entire department a bad
reputation," Stephens said. He
maintained that only two or three
officers fit into this category and
that they could have, and should
have, been screened out during
the application stage with a
psychological test.
This view is not shared by Capt.
Daniel. He contends the

'We're responding to a changing society and I believe
we're putting out a better policeman than ever before.'
continuing education for police
officers at the college level. Two
year degrees are offered by the
University of Albuquerque in
Police Science and four-year
liberal arts degrees with emphasis
in criminology or correctional
sociology. About 200
Albuquerque policemen are
attending college under these
programs, most of them on a
parttime basis with funds supplied
under the Omnibus Crime Control
Bill of 1968.
Better Salaries
"We'll see more and more
police departments around the
country in association with
universities in the future," said
Daniel. He believes better salaries
and a better image of policemen
will draw more educated
recruits- especially those with
liberal arts degrees.
The academy is not without its
critics, however.
Jerry Stephens, President of the
Albuquerque Police Officer's
Association, believes the academy
''is still not accomplishing its
purpose."
Stephens, a patrolman first
class and a veteran of seven years
on the Albuquerque Police
Department, voiced this opinion
when asked to compare the
present training program with that
of seven years ago when he went
through the program.
Community Relations
He said there is not as much
harassment of cadets as in past
years and that more stress is being
put upon community relations
and attitudes now · but that a
military sense still prevails in the
academy. Serious defects plague
the program and keep it from
turning out the best quality of
officers, Stephens believes.
"The cadets need more on the- job training before being put
on duty," he said. Currently there
is only one eight hour shift per
week of work in the field paired
with a regular officer and many of
the rookie graduates of the

tremendous work load and careful
observation by the experienced
staff of the academy during
training is sufficient to weed out
those cadets who are potential
bad apples.
Grinding Pace
90-100 hour work weeks are
usual for the academy cadets as
they maintain a grinding pace of
study in law, search and seizure,
patrol activities, investigation,
traffic, interrogations,
confession's, mob and riot control,
press relations, photography,
fingerprinting, and first aid, in
addition to the two college
courses. The prospective
policemen are in class for six days
a week for nine hours a day.
Seven hours of outside
preparation are required for each
day's classes and finally there is
the weekly shift of on - the - job
training with a working officer.
Ph y sica! training, personal
inspections, and firearms training
with pistol, rifle, and shotgun are
all an integral part of the academy
routine.
Temperament •
"We push them hard to find
out what their temperament is
during the training period," said
Daniel. "Severe family problems
or a bad temper are grounds for
dismissal from the academy and
we also terminate any cadet who
is overly aggressive or hostile or
just cannot adjust," he added.
The failure rate is high- about
one of each three cadets trainees
art.o begin the program are
terminated.
"Most of the failures just can't
stand the workload," Stephens
said. "They enter the academy
without really knowing what it is
to be a policeman.''
Stephens, who is enrolled in the
University of Albuquerque
program, said the college program
is "an excellent idea."
Attitude Change
"I have seen an amazing change
of attitudes on the part of our
officers - much of it stems from

merely being in contact with the
young people on campus," he
said.
Walter Niederberger, director of
the division of social sciences and
center for law enforcement,
corrections and social services at
the University of Albuquerque, is
one of the instructors for the
police cadets. He firmly favors
college for police.
"I'm really excited about the
program," he said. "We are not
teaching police science as such,
but rather attempting to sUl'round
the specialized work with a broad
base of liberal arts courses and
so cia! sciences. Policemen are,
after all, dealing with people and
their education should prepare
them for this."
He said the academy is difficult
to rate on a national basis as there
is no real yardstick to use, but
that one indication' of its
excellence is the 20-week training
period is the longest in the nation.
The academy is a good
one-few would debate this fact,
but constant improvement is a
continuing goal. The police in this
city are coming more and more
into the public spotlight and their
training and education are critical
areas of controversy.
"We know we don't have the
complete answer to training
policemen," Capt. Daniel said,
"but we're responding to a
changing society and I believe
we're putting out a better
policeman than ever before."
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Wednesday, Dec. l!l, 1070
7:1!0-10:00 PM-Newman Center

Spm>sorcd by C.M.H.E.
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THEKlNKS
Lola Versus Powerman
and The Moneygoround
(Reprise Album 6423\

VAN MORRISON

,Lovecrart, formerly of Chicago, now of Notthom

Van Mortison·s rur.t Jwa a!burns, ''A!;trnl W£"ek!l" and
"Moondanca,'' were gleefully pra.ioed byctitics and

(Reprise Album 6419)

, Cattfornln, were notable for two 1967 hil9, "Whit(!
Ships" nnd 'Wayfaring Straogcr'' and a ~lrono
underground status. "Valley of tt1o Moon" io their

His Band and Street Choir
(Warner Album 1884)
an ever-growingly appreciative public:. This, hi9lhird,
tollows and contaln!l hls hi I sino Ia "'Oomfno"

American Beauty
(Warner Album 1893)
san Fra.nci!ica·s fmc:;t performing group has evolved
through she ~lbumn:. into one of the be::;l recording
group~- first Wtlh "Workingman's De3d," now With
"American Beauty.'' 3 C:ollcct/on cf inttiC3tcty 9Ubtla
songa. Truly beautifllf.
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ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK

CAPTAIN BEEFHEAAT
Lick My Decals Off, Baby
(Reprise Album6420)
Second HepritJ(}lStraight avJnllstrango/weird/
lovoabro album from irasc1blo Bcethoort and his Magi(;

nand, who play for connoisr.eum o:nd aro woy ahead of
lhe>r lime, much to the delight of "Rolling Stone,''

FRANK ZAPPA
Chunga's Revenge
(Bizarre/ Reprise 2030)

Our hertt. sure enough, with aomo nnw lilting ballads
like "Would You Go All the Way?" and

••rtonsyJvsnla Boogie:~

514 Central SW
Open 9:30-5:30
243-4458
Master Charge/ BankAmericard
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The New Mexico Faculty Ball
will be Friday, Dec. 11 in the
Zuni Room of the Ramada Inn,
25 Hotel Circle, NE. The cocktail
hour begins at 7 p.m. followed by
a buffet dinner and dancing with
music provided by the Don
Lesman orchestra.

Repair & ~!ainLcnancc
on all foreign cars
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Faculty

GRAND OP-ENING

we're in the process of sending
out letters to let people know we
exist. The Model Cities program
has asked us to perform in the'
community."

• • •

~PRAISE INO?UR TIME~
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Ghetto Christmas

The
UNM
Afro-American
Studies Center, working with the
Black Student Union and Omega
Psi Phi, will present "A Christmas
in the Ghetto," featuring the
Uhuru Sasa African Dancers and
Choir group, Dec. 17, 8 p.m. in
the Union Ballroom.
Admission to the program is
open to all interested persons and
costs $1 for adults and 50 cents
for children. Children under 12
will be admitted free.
Most of the members of the
choir and dance group are UNM
students, some are from the
community.

Not all segments of the blacks," explained Sam Johns'on,
population . can identify with the director of the dance troupe.
recent deluge of "art for art's "Because of the lack of activities
sake," asserts some UNM blacks. on campus with which blacks can
As an expression of "black identify and because of the need
identity," the black community at for involvement, we thought the
UNM has created the Uhuru Sasa dance troupe and choir would
Choir and Dance Troupe. Uhuru satisfy these needs. We are also
Sasa means "freedom now."
recruiting high school students."
Described by l't\embers of the
.. Included in the "experience in
Afro-American Cultural Center as blackness" are songs from
"an experience in blackness," the contemporary times and from
choir and dance troupe as black times of slavery, as well as East
art "arise from a way of life and and West African ritual dances.
are expressive of something Dramatic presentations of slavery
relating to the community." Like , and ghetto scenes are also part of
early African art, black art in the program.
America is "a very real functional
To date ·the Uhuru Sasa Choir
thing to its producers. There is and Dance Troupe have
none of this foolish art for art's performed in Hobbs for a "soul
l';ake that very few people can extravaganza." Their f.irst
understand that.whites create."
performance at UNM will be
But the choir and dance troupe Thursday, Dec. 17 in the Union
are actually more than expressions b~llroom and they are also
of identity. "At the same time we scheduled to appear in Popejoy
decided there was a need for Hall on Feb. 26. "We have been
identity on campus, we realized in vi ted to the University of
that there is a need for Albuquerque and to Albuquerque
enlightenment of whites and High," Johnson said. "Right now

.,
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BLACK SABBATH
(Warner Album 1871)

"Performance"
(Warner Album 2554)

Warner Bros.-Reprise Latest Hits,
May·s Xm~s Special
reg. 4.98

May's
Xmas
Special
Price

.-----,

$3.79
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--------------------------------------....................
No
Course-Work Degree Plan
----------· ..... ·--··-

GSAC Endorses lSD Program
Graduate Students Association·
Council (GSAC) last night passed
a resolution endorsing, in
principle, the creation of an
Independent Studies Degree (ISD)
program which would require no
formal course work..
'
The IS'D proposal introduced
by Peter Hartley calls for an lSD
undergraduate and graduate
degree program in which a student
can choose a committee of three
faculty members to work with
him in formulating a study
program, eliminating formal
course attendance. Hartley
suggests "a detailed and
personalized record would insure
that an ·ISD degree would not be
an evasion of real achievement."
The GSAC resolution endorsed
Hartley's informal proposal
leaving the details of clarification
and implementation up to Hartley

and various faculty committees
whose approval is needed before
such programs are submitted to
the general faculty for adoption.
GSAC also passed a bill
allocating $814 to the student
personal crisis center, Agora, for
telephone installation and usage,
postage for announcements to
volunteers, reference books,
advertising and office supplies.
Initial discussion of the bill
concerned a .suggestion by the
GSAC budget and finance
committee to cut the funding
request to $464. The committee
moved to cut the bill's funding
but the motion was defeated.
Money designated in a line item
budget to be allocated for
reference books was called
"unnecessary," as representative
Joe Battaglia asked for another
reduction of the bill's total

CAR DIRTY?
Exterior one min.
car wash

allocation through deletion of a
budget item request of $200 for
the purchase of reference books.
The council once again refused
to cut the bill's funding and
passed it with it's originally
requested $814 budget.
·
Bill no. 6 which called for the
establishment of a fund for the
creation of a GSA speakers
committee, was tabled after long
debate. Several GSAC
representatives said they objected
to the bill's lack of specific
guidelines. The distribution of
funds for various departments to
secure speakers was not outlined
in the original bill. "Speakers
committee would receive requests
from individual departments for
sums of money to bring speakers
to their discipline,'J stated the bill.
Priorities for equitable
distribution of funds were not
stipulated, and the bill was tabled
pending possible rewriting and
re-submission to the council.
A bill creating a graduate
student lobby was discussed by
the council and was referred to
committee for further study. The
bill provides for the allocation of
$400 to initially finance the first
GSA lobby attempts at the next
New Mexico legislative session
starting in January 1971.

the complete job
as low as

When you've seen one atomic
war you've seen them all.

39c

LUTHERAN&
EPISCOPAL
Worship Schedule

Complete Auto Repairs

"THE
BLACK
MAN'S
BURDON" - Eric Burdon and
War (MGM I SE-4710-2). This is
really one helluva good album.

News

At first I thought it was
spotty-a couple of the numbers
overlong and tedious, most of it
good, and several areas of real
brilliance. I had· played it through
the speakers about three· times,
then
decided
to
use
the
headphones.
What a discovery.
This is not a background type
album; you have to listen to it
very carefully a few times, get to
know what the music is really
made of, before it becomes
enjoyable in a casual way, It
sounded pretty impressive even on
the first playing on a beat-up
one-speaker record player, and
even better at horne; but when I
finally sat down and really
. listened, I was stunned.
Stunned, quite frankly, because
I didn't sxpect anything this good
out of Eric Burdon. I've always
thought he was the best blues
singer England has produced, but
after organist Alan Price left ~he
group he and the Animals drifted
far away from black music. None
of the albums, and few of the
songs, were any good after
"Animalization,''
their
fifth
album. (Eight more followed,
before War.)
You can't blame an artist for
wanting to explore new territory,
but Burdon simply didn't produce
any good music for quite a while.
He's not back to the Old Animals
bag now, exactly- though this
album has some honest • to •
goodness
blues on it that
outshines anything he· did with
the Animals-but you've got to
admit he's again creating fine and
original music,
Eric Burdon, of course, is a
vocalist, and the music is actually
being played by his seven member
group, War. All blacks but one,
they were playing small clubs in
California under a different name
when Burdon asked them to team
up with him. All are excellent
musicians, and their playing
naturally
reflects
their
backgrounds; but Burdon cut his

By United Press International

Calley Defense Blames Superiors
FT. BENNING, Ga.-The defense for 1st Lt. William L. Calley Jr.
laid the blame for the alleged My Lai massacre on higher ups Thursday
and said Calley's platoon entered My Lai under orders that "every living
thing" be killed.
Speaking rapidly and reading from a prepared text, attorney George
W. Latimer told the military court in his opening statement that Calley
would take the stand and give a full account "of his actions, conduct
and behavior" on March 16, 1968, the day he is charged with killing, or
ordering killed, 102 South Vietnamese civilians.
The first witness called by the defense, Rev. Carl Creswell, 36, an
Episcopal priest from Emporia, Kan., immediately struck what
apparently is to be the defense's main theme-thai Calley's superiors
were prepared to wipe out My Lai.
Creswell told of talking with two officers, one of them the task force
commander, the day before My Lai, and recalled:
"We generally discussed the operation very loosely. One of the two
officers I very frankly don't remember which one, said they were going
on CA (combat assault) and said if they got any return !Ire, they were
going to level the village."

Christmas Prisoner Exchange
PARIS-The United States and South Vietnam proposed a Christmas
exchange of prisoners and the Viet Cong came up with what they called
"a very important" ceasefirc declaration at the_ Paris peace talks
Thursday. But each idea was rebuffed by the other stde. .
.
U.S. chief negotiator David K.E. Bruce proposed dmly mcctmg to
work out the mechanics of the prisoner exchange.

LUTHERAN
at I! :00 a.m.

10% discount on all parts and labor

-

to students and faculty with UNM I. D.
265-9881
266-0808

Gil's University Gulf
2608 Central N.E.

Burdon & War's Second Album Surprising; a Triumph

World
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The Rev. Richard Elliott
EPISCOPAL

at 9:30a.m. 8c 5:00p.m.
Wednesday and St. Days, J2:30 p.m.
The Rev. William Crews.
at Canterbury Chapel
425 University NE
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Nobel Prizes Awarded
STOCKHOLM-Seven distinguished scientists received their 1970
Nobel Prizes Thursday, but the ceremonies were dulled by what the
most illustrious prize winner, Russian novelist Alexander I.
Solzhenitsyn, called "my involuntary absence."
Trumpets blared as the winners of the $78,400 awards for medicine,
chemistry, physics and economy accepted their Nobel medals and
diplomas from the hands of King Gustaf VI Adolf in the splendor of
Stockholm concert hall.
But nobody stepped forward to accept the literature award after Dr.
Karl-Ragnar Gierow, the permanent secretary of the Swedish Academy,
had announced the 52-year old writer and his work.
Solzhenitsyn sent a cable to the academy, however, saying he hoped
"that my involuntary absence will not darken the festivity of today's
ceremony. I would, however, even Jess want thai my words cloud your
festival."

magnificent. Soft and gentle, with
Burdon's unusually quiet voice
trading off with a lone flute.
"Sun/Moon" and "Bare Back
Ride" are the two best cuts on the
whole thing; it's hard to pick a
favorite between them because
they are completely opposites.
The album is full of radical
transitions like that, done so
nicely you find yourself asking
when it happened. Musicianship
and
a
complete
lack
of
pretentiousness make it work.
Charles Andrews

Another first impression of the
album was that there was too
much material for two records,
that a single album would have
been much stronger. But now I
would be hard pressed to choose
what might be cut out. Not every
number is that strong, but they all
fit together so nicely on their ·
respective
sides,
with
the
exception of side 4-and it
contains the best song on the
album coupled with two which
end the album perfectly, bringing
it all together. So I guess the
double album was the best
alternative (but I'm glad I don't
have to make decisions like that).
Sides 1 and 2 are literally
cohesive; one ends with an eight
and a half minute number and the
other begins with a five minute

For Christmas
give silver,
gold, brass
jewelry from

ZA-ZA
Gumbo
An outlet for
New Mexico artists
ond craftsmen.
1820 Cenfr<ll SE 242-5533
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

(take 20% off)

Hours Best Suited To YOUR SCHEDULE
Ann and Pam have done it again I
For your convenience and by request
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
is now INDIVIDUALIZED
Call for a free Mini-Lesson
265-6761

Over 12 and under 22? Then let TEXAS INTERNATIONAL take you up
on this great offer.
For just $3 we'll give you a Youth Fare Card that's good for 20% off regular
fare on any TEXAS INTERNATIONAL flight in the U.S. On any day. For one
full year. And you can be sure of confirmed reservations.
There's a bonus, too. Our Youth Fare Card is honored by most other airlines. So you can use it to visit all parts of the country.
Complete. the application below and mail it with $3 and proof of age to:
YOUTH FARE, Vice President- Sales/Marketing, TEXAS INTERNATIONAL
AIRLINES, P. 0. Box 60188, Houston, Texas 77060. Or drop by yo.ur nearest
TEXAS INTERNATIONAL ticket office, today. You'll go places.

Rapid Reading:._Study Techniques-Math

TBXHG INTBrNRTIDNDL DlrLJNHS

Prepare now for FINALS
W c have the key that will unlock
the Grade Point trauma
Call Ann or Pam 265-6761

'>

Getting better all the time

Jelling to Arkansas, California, Colorado, Louisiana. Mississippi, New Mexico, Tennessee, Texas, Utah and Mexico.

................

The "Paint It Black" set is the
more interesting of the .. two, but
side 2 has some of the finest
moments of the album. I was
-rather skeptical when I saw the
"Knights In White Satin" titles·
that's just not Eric Burdon's typ~
of song, and any rendition has to
be compared with the lyrical
Moody
Blues
original.
The
number starts off the 17 minute
set and also ends it; after hearing
the beginning one, I found my
skepticism to be justified 1 but the
second version is absolutely

9-8
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No other group with greater
versatility
comes
to
mind;
certainly there isn't another
album (though this is a double
set) that skips around so much,
touching so many areas (even
within
single numbers)
yet
retaining a vague cohesiveness. I
think the unit must center around
Burdon-he has personally been
all
those
places, now cari
confidently make quick, tasteful
trips with the knowledge he's got
his head together and a backup
group capable of supporting him.

one, and everything else runs from
one song to the next without
pause. (Seven numbers in a rqw on
side 1 totalling 13:34, five for
17:25 on side 2.) Gimmickry?
Not at all. They're like jams-most
of side 1 variations on "Paint It
Black" and side 2 vaguely "Nights
In White Satin" throughout-but
more structured. These two are
their main vehicles for the
variation I mentioned earlier.
When they got into a different
area they merely named it a
different song.

teeth on the black man's music, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~ii.i
and he not only is at home with · ,•
this new group, but obviously the
musical leader.
1)
/
OPEN
The musical range the album
..:1'-~je'· 5
travels is what impresses me the
most, and that is also what will
turn a lot of people off. There's
rock, of course, but much more of
::'-iow Has Fresh
a jazz and blues feeling, with
Homemade
journeys into calypso and even
boogie. The world abounds with
purists, and probably none of
them will like the album-it
Sunday 4 p.m.-midnight
reaches
pure
blues
only
occasionally, the jazz is adaptive,
Phone 266-1goo
and it's
neither mellow nor
301 Cornell SE at Lead
rocking all the way through, War

SIGN i?Jf PAMPERED MAIDEN
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does not play the best of any of
those types of music; what they do
plq.y is more kinds of music better
than anyone I've ever heard. You
have to have an open mind and a
wide range of tastes to really go
crazy over their work.

I
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
30 I San Pedro Drive N.E.
Priday, December 11, 1970
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Favor Maintaining Black Range

Campus Briefs

Students Testify for Wilderness
Stephen Merrill, a member of
the UNM Mountaineering Club,
said he believes the U.S. Forest
Service was "impressed" by the
number of dtizens and students
who testified in one of two
hearings last weekend in behalf of
preserving southern New Mexico's
Black Range.
•
For Forest Service held
hearings in Silver City and Truth
or Consequences Friday and

Saturday respectively, to hear
proponents and opponents of the
Aldo Leopold Proposals which
strive to maintain the Black Range
as a wilderness. The Black Range
is bordered on the west by the
Gila Forest, the east by T or C the
south-southwest by Silver City
and approximately 50 miles south
of Magdelina to the north.
Merrill said about 40 people
testified against the Leopold
proposals in Silver City with only
17 speaking in favor. He said this
was probably due to Friday being
a school and business day because
Saturday 7 8 people, including
several students, testified in favor
of the proposals in T or C and
outnumbered opponents two to
one. 25 students from Los Alamos
High School, 20 from New
Mexico State University and 15
from UNM, Merrill said, attended
the Tor C hearing.
The Duke City Lumber
Company and" Western Wood
Products Company, both of
Albuquerque, were among the

opponents, Merrill said the T or C
Chambe1· of Commerce and
several local citizens were also
against the wilderness preservation
since it would block the
lumbering industry from possibly
bolstering T or C's economy.
Presently, T or C is a retirement
haven for senior citizens. and
recreational area with Elphant
Butte Lake nearby. He said the
lumbering industries, however,
were merely trying to set a
precedent by stopping the
proposals.
"Conservationists felt that the
tim"ber industry was arguing
against the Wilderness Act,
advocating that all land be
managed under the 'multiple use'
plan, rather than arguing aginst
the merits of this wilderness
area," Merrill reported.
"Conservationists also noted that
the timber industry never
mentioned any need for them to
log this area."
The Forest Service itself
"expounded on the virtues of the
wilderness", said Merrill and
noted that there is ''little
dependency on the timber of the
area to sustain current and
expected levels of timber
harvest."
Merrill said the U.S. Geological
Survey reported a 3,000 foot tuft
covers the Black Range and that
any mineralization lies under this
layer. The U.S.G.S. said that even
under this tuft all modern
methods of digging have indicated
no valuable minerals under this
crust. The testimony by citizens
however varied widely in degree.

If you care
enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist
challenge ...
It isn't easy, being a Paulist.
Bridging gaps between young
and old, black and white,
past and future. But it is a
challenge.
The Paulist mission is to
people •.. individually

and in all the societies in
which they live
..• to discover Christ
wherever he is acting
... to be attuned to the needs
of the present, yet to form
a vision of tomorrow's world.

The Link Leather Tunic
makes a hit with Juniors
Get into the chain link look, wear It over all your separates
for that exira zip. One size f"its a II.

265-6931/San Mateo at Lomas N.E.
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1f you are interested in
finding out more about the
Paulist priestly challenge,
write to:
Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C .S.P.
Vocatlon Director

'Paulistth

cpa eJS

Hearings

Sal Di Maria gives testimony on
the proposed Aldo Leopold
wilderness area in the Black
Mountains in hearings in Truth or
Consequences last weekend.
Several UNM students gave
reports on the propos~d land use.

Merrill said he was "really
impressed" with the testimony of
a T or C school principal who was
in favor of maintaining the
wilderness. He said he respected
the man for going against what
appeared to be the public
sentiment in T or C, which is to
be against the wilderness.
"The representative of the T or
C Chamber of Commerce
complimented the youth who
testified in favor of the wilderness
for their sincerity. He argued that
the wilderness classification would
limit commercial exploitation of
the area but it would also prevent
paved roads from being built into
the area," Merrill said and this

would, according to the Chamber
of Commerce spokesman, would
keep senior citizens from using
the wilderness.
Merrill asserted there were no
politicians who spoke against or in
favor of the Leopold proposals.
The proposals are named after a
forest ranger who explored the
area about 50 years ago.
The Forest Service will be
accepting letters of endorsement
and opposition to the wilderness
preservation proposals until Jan.
4, after which, Merrill said it will
make its final proposals to
Congress for consideration.
The U.S. Forest Service is a
part of the Dept. of Agriculture.

Junior Year
inNewYork

Letting Go
Blood Donors
Gordon Andrews, architecture
An appeal for blood donors has
lecturer, will lead an experimental • been made by the family and
workshop in which participants friends of Demetrio Sedillo, a
will create their own art forms, leukemia patient at Bernalillo
ranging from drawing to body County Medical Center. Demetrio
movement. Sponsored by Letting will be six years old in January
Go, it will be held at 8 p.m., Dec. and has been hospitalized for
llintheUnionballroom.
some time. During his
Loan Deadline
hospitalization he has used 36
th N
u n tts of blood and blood
:
f
1
d
d
T?e
ea me or
e
ew components.
Mextco student loan program has
Persons wishing to donate
been ext.end;d to Mond~y, Dec. blood mav do so in Demetrio's
~4. Apphcat!Ons c~n be p~cked up name at Blood Services of New
m the Student ~tds Offtce, and
Mexico at 318 Elm S.E. It would
must be turned m by 5 p.m. on be appreciated if those wanting to
the 14.
donate would call the blood bank
at
243-2427 to facilitate
Christmas Party
scheduling.
German folksongs and native
dishes will be featured at a
Crafts Sale
Christmas party sponsored by the
Student
crafts will be sold in
German Club at the International
the
crafts
area
of the Union today
Center, Dec. 13, at 7:30 p.m.
and
Saturday.
Tickets, at $1.25 a person, are on
sale at the International Center,
Dance
1820 Las Lomas NE.
"Un baile ranchero" scheduled
for Dec. 12 by Las Chicanas has
Snake Bite
The N .M. Herpetological been cancelled.
Society will hear a talk on snake
Free U Classes
bite prevention and treatment
Friday, Dec. 11, is the last day
Friday, Dec. 11, 7 :30 p.m., in the
classes may be submitted to the
biology building, room 139,
Speaker will be former UNM Free University for January. A
student Mike Williamson, a new catalog will be distributed
charter member of the NMHS and after the Christmas break.
an authority on the subject of
venomous reptiles. Williamson
Songfest
survived a bite by a Gila Monster
The annual Las Campanas
last year on the UNM campus.
sponsored Christmas songfest will
The meeting is free and open to be Dec. 13, 8 p.m., in the Union
all interested persons.
Balll"Oom. 10 organizations will
each
sing
two
carols
in
Chemistry Grant
competition before a team of
David L. Vander Jagt, assistant judges. Prizes wiii be awarded.
professor of chemistry and The public is invited.
biochemistry, has received a
$3965 grant from Research
Constitution
Corporation.
Campus groups wishing to talk
The grant will help finance about the upcoming revision of
Vander Jagt's research into the ASUNM Constitution are
chemical and biological properties asked to contact the ASUNM
of Alpha·dicarbonyls. 'fhe UNM offices at 277-5528, and leave
scientist hopes to purchase a their name, when and where they
spectrophotometer to facilitate 110 I d regular meetings, and a
his studiPs and the Resl'arch phone number where they can be
Corporation grant will assist reached to set up at time when an
purchase of the machine.
ASUNM senator may speak to the
group.

This program is open to students recommended by the
deans of the colleges to which they will return for
their degrees.
I

There are strong and varied offerings in many areas,
such as fine arts, urban studies, languages including
non-European, mathematics in the College and at the
Courant Institute, psychology, and others.
A qualified student may register for courses in all other
schools of the University, including the specializations in
Commerce and Education.
The University sponsors programs in Spain and France.

Write for brocJmrc to Director;
Junior Year in New York

New York University
NewYork,N.Y.10003

Room 111
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

Students for Environmental
Action will hav<' a work meeting
at 7:30 p.m., Dec. 15 ai the
Ecology Information Center,
1-117 Central NE. All those who
signed up to man the office are to
bcgm doing so Dec. 21.

WASHINGTON (UPI)Senate - House negotiators agreed
Thursday on a $210 million
appropriation for the Supersonic
Transport (SST) plane, permitting
co ritinued development of the
controversial faster - than - sound
jetliner.
The House was expected to give
swift approval to the conference
agreement, but there was a
definite threat that it would
provoke a session - ending
filibuster in the Senate.
The House originally approved
the administration's request for
$29 0 million for research and

development of two prototypes of
the 1800 - mile - per - hour plane,
but the Senate last week, by a
52 ·41 vote, struck the entire
amount from the fiscal 1971
transportation appropriations bill.
Sens. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
and Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., who
have led the fight against the SST,
have both pledged to filibuster the
conference agreement if it
included any money for the
development of the SST.
The agreement was announced
as President Nixon told a White
House news conference he was
convinced the plane should be

built to provide more jobs,
improve the balance of payments
by increasing U.S. sales abroad.
Nixon denied he had attempted
to suppress reports by his
scientific advisers on the SST's
impact on the environment,
The President said the plane's
supporters could answer criticism
by conservationists.
Sen. John 0. Pastore, D-R.I.,
who signed the compromise
conference report but added a
provision that he was opposed to
the SST, said he would vote
against the bill on the Senate
floor.

Zales looks at
the future .. this Christmas
Contempor~ry

Bridal Sets
/IEnIace"

Twist
Bridal
Sets

Thirteen Diamonds
$250

/IEm brace"
Overlap
Bridal
Sets

INTERNATIONAL
SYMBOl. OI" AccEss
FOR THE
HANDICAPPED

"'"""" ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES WOULD
ELIMINATE BARRIERS TO
THE HANDICAPPED
At least one building
entrance at ground level
32'' wide doors that open easil~·
Level thresholds
to buildings and rooms
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by
MAHARISIU
MAHESH
YOGI
Transcendental
Meditation
is a natural
spontaneouS/
technique which
allows each
individual to
expand his
conscious m i.nd
and improve
all aspects
oflifeStudent Union l3ldg.
Room 231-D-I<i
Mon. Dec.14
at 8:00p.m.
STUDEN'fS INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY
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Approval Expects to Provoke Senate Filibuster

SEA

Washington Square College of Arts and Science
of New York University sponsors a
Junior Year in New York.
The College, located in the heart of the city, is an
integral part of the exciting metropolitan community
of New York City-the business, cultural, artistic,
and financial center of the nation. The city's extraordinary resources greatly enrich both the academic
program and the experience of living at New York
University with the most cosmopolitan student body
in the world.

SST Development May Persist

Friday,

D~ember

11, 1970

Sloping ramps instead of stairs
(ratio 1' to 12')

OurNewest-

//Twog~ther"

-Bridal
Sets

Safe parking for the
llandicappcd close to buildings
Level walks
with rto curbs at crossways
Access by the handicapped
to elevators
Restrooms with wide stalls and
grab bars for wheelchair users
Hm1drails on all stairwaysextending 18" beyond top
and bottom steps
Non-slip floors (non-skid
wax is availa.ble)
Lower fountains and public
telephones for wheelchair users
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ZALES®

t

JEWELERS

ZALES CUSTOM CHARGE
ZAlES REVOLVING CHARGE

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

SEE WHAT You CAN Do TO
MAKE YOUR COMMUNITY
Mom~

AccmssrnLE

TO EVERYONE

ZIA CHAPTER
PARALYZED VETERANS
OF AMERICA
2G5-7049 or 2G5-01G7

STUDENT ACCOUNTS INVITED
Downtown 318 Central SW

Five Points Shopping Center

Winrock

All Albuquerque Zales Stores open 1till 9:00 PM
every night 1till Christmas
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1600 Jobless at Christmas Time

Carnegie Commission Proposes Educational Reforms
president Rev. Thomas M. between .high school and college, · the model of New YOJ:k state
where community colleges have a
Hesburgh, former Pennsyivania or to "stop-out" of college for a
recently instituted "open
governor William Scranton, and while and find a job.
"The college should not help
admissions" plan.
UC regent Norton Simon. Kerr
Drop-out Rate
released the recommendations on indefinitely prolong an aimless
However, the nation's two-year
Nov. 23 in San Francisco.
search for an experimentation
co lieges generally have much
with various life styles. It seldom
Five Changes
The Carnegie report, more than . benefits either the student or the
higher drop-out and force-out
(failure and expulsion) rates than
a year in preparation, made five college," the report said.
main recommendations to U.S.
These
first
two the four-year schools. This
colleges and high schools:
recommendations follow the attrition rate is planned into most
-Cut the time ne'eded for most current trend in U.S. education junior colleges serving lower
degrees- from four years to three
circles toward discouraging more income and racial minority
years for the bachelor's·degree as and more students from spending communities.
in Britain, and by one or two
-Finally, create two new
more and more years in colleges,
years for the Ph.D. and MD. This seeking training for largely degrees; a Doctor of Arts or DA
action would cut operating nonexistant jobs in teaching, to replace the Ph.D. as the main
expenses for American higher journalism, etc. But it does not degree for college teachers; and a
education by 10 to 15 percent by answer the question of what to do Master of Philosophy of Ph.M. for
1980, Kerr said.
with these ''stop-outs" and high school and community
"There is too much time spent
non-students today when all jobs college teachers. The important
Carnegie-Mellon Institute
on formal education," he said.
are hard to find.
-Encourage students to take
in Pittsbl}rgh already offers a DA.
Lifetime Education
time out to work full time
"The Ph:D. now has a headlock
-Provide opportunities for
higher education throughout a on much of higher education,"
person's lifetime, whether he has a the commission said. "We now
select a student to do research;
bachelor's degree or not.
-Make educational then employ him to teach; and
opportunities available to "those
who have been neglected," such as
minorities, women, and older
people.
1
To accomplish these two
recommendations, the Carnegie
commission wants to continue to
increase the number and
enrollment of community and
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
junior colleges. It advises Federal
House
Internal Security
support for two years of post-high
school education for everyone, on Committee Wednesday released a
revised report on "radical"
campus speakers.
It also said it would seek
ii~e
congressional action to bar
intervention by a court which
f,l" !
prohibited public printing of the
.11 Jl 1
:1hurch
first such report.
=a
Worsh'ip Servi<.e 9:30
The committee issued the first
_ _& IT:Oo
report in October, listing 65
persons who spoke on college
'
campuses in the past two school
years which the committee
Westmin•ter Building
identified as members or
supporters of radical and
revolutionary groups.
Nursery Availabl&
Albuquerque Transit ·
A federal judge banned the
823 Ctjpp~r Ave. NE at locust NE
public printer and superintendent
of documents from printing and
distributing the first report on
grounqs it violated constitutional
rights of free speech.
Committee appeal from the
court ruling is pending in the U.S.
court of appeals.
"PAGAHELLA"
The revised report carried 57
5-Bucklc
names and also removed one. of
the 12 so-called revolutionary
MOLDED
groups
lis ted in the original
'SOLE
Head Me~~.:;s· 130.00
report, the National Committee to
Abolish HUAC, the House
Hart Metal Reg, 130.00
Un·American Activities
89.95
Committee, which the panel used
Volkl Wood Reg. ao.oo
to be called.

By GREG deGIERE
College Press Service
SAN FRANCISCO- The
big-name Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education has
recommended major reforms in
colleges that would cut the time
needed to earn degrees, provide
educational opportunity for many
more people, and greatly reduce
schools' total expenses,
These changes would alleviate
some of the ''legitimate
complaints" of students and
thereby remove some causes ·of
campus unrest, the ·Carnegie
report said. "But that was not our
major concern," said the
commission's chairman, Clark
Kerr, former president of the
University of California (UC).
The prestigious commission
also includes Harvard president
Nathan M. Pusey, Notre Dame

TOO COLD, CAR
WON T START?

r·

JUtretjjnlt"d)
re.sbvtenan

r'

TOO COlD/ DON'T
WANT TOO WALK?

.ill?;.:§~ 'l

'

Tu~;~~~~~~:.m.

~

RIDE THE BUS!

GRAND OPENING
Friday Dec. 11,1970.

9:00-9:00

Wood (with step in bindings)

"COMET"

37.95

ERIC

"New" 4·Buc.kfe
"'''-

Ski Poles reg. 9.50

M~tal 1cinforccd

MOLDED
SOLE

4.50

Whlle They last

...,.~.., Plyer:.

34.95

4.69
1.98

reg. 11.95

7.95

. SKI GOGGII
-GUNS44-40

17.00

• J

.45,Army 17,00

44-40 $44.00
MP-40 Machine

Gun $59.50

.357 mag.

'

.

Many Others

MARINE DISCOUNT CENTER
Distributors for Glassmaster Boats

GIBSON & TRUMAN SE (ALMOST)

256-1466
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Chuck Fcil

This shows a typical example of the fire hazards in Zimmerman
Library. The door carries the warning "Keep Door Closed. Fire
Regulations." Fire inspectors have never examined the library for
potential hazards.

Zimmerman Library
(continued from page 1)
Lewis named the old fine arts
building,., Sara Reynolds Hall,
dent a I barracks, AFROTC
building, placement center and
Hodgin hall as fire traps. He said
" it's unbelievable such place~
exist. It's basically a money
problem. The legislature just isn't
cooperating. We have asked for
remodeling and rebuilding funds,
but have been refused."
Lewis said politics enters into
the issue. "UNM is the underdog
to New Mexico State University as
far as allocations go. They get just
about what they want. UNM
should get twice as much money
as State because we have twice as
many students, but the legislature
just doesn't see it that way."
The campus safety offices'
operating budget is also wound in
red tape right on campus. Lewis'
office is given no budget to make
safety improvements but must
''ask for money for each
individual project. It's usually

argued by three or four
committees and maybe finally we
get a little dribble of money when
everyone has had their say. We are
making improvements at UNM,
but slowly," he said.
Lewis emphasized Hodgin Hall
ahd Rodey Theatre as possible fire
traps. He said the top floor of
Hodgin was padlocked because it
is such a great hazard, and,
although Rodey Theatre is
structuraly sound, its frame of old
wood could burn to the ground
very quickly.
Other areas of great concern to
Lewis are the fraternity and
sorority houses. He said, "Since
the city feels the greek houses are
University property and UNM
feels they are under the city's
jurisdiction, they have been
neglected and have never been
properly inspected or equipped
with fire prevention equipment."
Lewis said he thought of the greek

• •

•

1608 TRUMAN SE

Tickets on Sale at
Riedling Music Co.
Record Rendezvous
Mirandi

Plus Special

Guest Attraction

JAM FACTORY

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

WILD DISCOUNTS

STEREO

RECORDS & TAPES

SERVICE· SEND FOR

YOUR FREE

~

•

LIST

THE STUDENT STORE
REDONDO

P.O. !lOX 64
!lEACH, CALIFORN lA
90277

NAME--------------------------------------

ADDRESS

houses as residence halls and
"since there have been substa,ntial
fires there, something should be
done to make them safe."
Fire bombings in which
students have been caught and
killed have occurred on other
campuses. Lewis said he feared
the possibility of such actions at
UNM. "One student started
several fires in the men's residence
hB:lls with just lighter fluid," he
said. But to remedy the possibly
tragic situation we must have
more money. At present we have
to scrounge money just to exist."
~-n

,

Z11'------

J's BARBER

SHOP
compliment your features
with the Roffler style cut
102 Richmond NE 255-5784

ALL THE TACOS

Jewelry Sales
A collection of Southwestern
Indian jewelry made during the
1930's is featured among the
Christmas gift selections this year
at the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology.
Other unusiJal gifts at the UNM
anthropology museum include
paleo-Indian artifacts from
Mexico, reproductions of pottery
made by Peruvian Ghimu Indians,
Eskimo ivory and stone carvings,
Navajo rugs, hand painted cards
and contemporary Indian jewelry.
The older jewelry includes
silver and turquoise work as well
as other types.
.
Profits from the sales desk are
used to add to the museum's
collection,

First
Prize
$10

YOU CAN EAT
IN FIVE MINUTES
ONLY $1.00

Second
Ptize

at the

$5

TIJUANA TACO
TACO EATING CONTEST
3:30 P.M. DECEMBER 11
Offered Only at North c:ampus Tijuana Taco
1830 Lomas N.E.
(At the Corner of Lomas & Yale almost)

STEREOSONIC EQUIPMENT

Spend a minute . . . Save a bundle
In the next 15 day•, record number. of young men will be buying their fir.t
important jewclr;· purcha'c in the form of a diamond ring fnr their fiancee.
SinLC you, the 18 In 24 year old man, arc generally inexperienced in this field.
and to.incc thc-occa.!!ion h a ttmptation tn .splttrgt•, \vhat ruk~ arr there to guide
you? Perhaps the following will help:
• ()~~ of your annual income i!> <1 guitldine in dttcrmining the amount ~ ou

mig-ht

invc~t

in

;;1

diamond engagement ring-.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

• A fundamental ru)t' in purchasing any prcciou& gem is to IJlUkc ~ure you
;tre speaking with a reputable and knowlcdgt·ablc jcwdcr ;tnd not ju't M>tnc
"ribbon ck·rk" filling tn for the holidays. ,hk 1<> see the >tone under a germ-

sansu1

• Make ,;urc your thnroughly undcr.tand all credit arnmgemcnt,, ~arrying
charges, legal w.trrantics, etc.
• Another b.1sic aspect of rule 2: steer dear of any jeweler who adtcrliscs

cope and learn the lm~ic charactrri!)tics of prcdou!t .ncm~ •
• Set·k quality brands guaramccd by <'>tahlbhcd and reputable com]litnics.

one price and then tries tn "trade you up,"
\Vc arc writing thh now when )·our rc!~cht<lncc i~ lo\\'C~t and your rhk grcoH . .

est, hut thcsr arc

fundamcht~tl

Stop by and sec us during our "Getting Acquainted Days" we will
attempt to g·ivc you the lowest prices available on all component
package plans.
5003 Menaul NE

Open 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9!00 p.m.

rules which can guide yCJu in any sc<l!!-on.

.JE\VELE~S

Custom Sound Room Available

"The Unusual as Usual''

268-4227

6609
Priday, Decem bet· 11, 1970

NEW MEXICO LODO

economically the excess capacity
of the facility."
The plant is to be phased out
by the end of the year.
Krauzer said the plant-with 28
acres of space under a single
roof-was opened in 1966
following forecasts that total sales
of color and black and white
television sets would rise above
the 14 million mark by 19'70.
''Actually,· the domestic
industry has sustained sharply
lower sales levels since late 1968
and indications are that totai
industry volume this year will
approximate nine million,'' he
said.

&

SPEEDY

We arc a full line dealer and invite yon to hear the difference
that sansui quality makes.

!,_~

19.00

I

,.,.n Ii

.

3

,.I

I

•t
.~

•

;..~,~··>

:-...:,:.._;.,:ilf!/JI!IC::::=:cc==!lll!li!!l:se

• _.,.--

P-38 luger l 9.00

•

Dec. II,
8 p.m.

JANA IMPORT SKI GLOVES
Water Skis from 14.95
Cut'n Jump Jackets 14.95
Trick Skis 49.95

WAR
TONITE!

Aluminum Sno-Coaslers ·

from

Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio,
filed a dissenting view with the
revised report which he said was
"undeserving of the seal of the
United States Congress."
Stokes noted that the names of
1168 speakers were submitted by
134 colleges that answered the
committee questionnaire and
while only 57 were publicly
identified because of alleged
radical leanings all of the names
''have now become permanent
residents of the committee's
secret files."
Stokes said those who have the
"dubious honor of having their
names and the amount of their
honoraria in the files" of the
committee include members of
Congress, Supreme Court justices,
cabinet officers, presidential
candidates, foreign heads of state.,
astronauts and Olympic gold
medal winners.
Rep. Richard lL Ichord, D·Mo.,
committee chairman, said he
would formally file the revised
report with the House Monday
and would seek approval at that
time or a resolution that would
prohibit anyone, "whether or not
acting under. color of office,"
from interfering with public
printing and distribution of the
new report.

BURDON
and

n m: m:nw••1r IIINS

Closes Tenn Plant

MEMPHIS, TENN.
(UPI)-Giting economic necessities
and the failure of the retail
television market to grow as
projected, RCA Corp. said
Wednesday it will close its
$20-million plant here, throwing
about 1600 persons out of work
at Christmas time.
"We have made exhaustive
studies of various ways to keep
the Memphis plant open," said
Barton Kreuzer, executive vice
president for consumer
electronics. "But in the final
analysis it came down to a case of
RCA not being able to justify

l(f:I:P I)()IJH t:I.IISI:U .

Typical Example

39.95

49.95

.ttJA ••

Upgrading
"I expect it will be popular
with legislators and boards of
regents, because of its
money-saving aspects. High
schools should like it because it
means upgrading the level of high
s c h o o I teaching to allow the
three-year bachelor's degree," he
said.
The hang-up may come from
university professors, he
indicated.
"Change comes hard because a
faculty is a lot like a guild, where
no change is made until almost
everyone endorses it," Ko;!rr said.
And these reforms will make little
difference unless they are adopted
by most colleges, he added.

House Committee Revises
'Radical' Speakers Report

FROST TOO TI-JICK,
WON'T COME OFF?

RCA

then promote him on the basis of
his research. This both confuses
him· and subverts the teaching
process."
.
Acceptance of this top · to bottom restructuring will not be
easy, Kerr said.

1\[ENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELEPHONE

268-4480
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Unbeaten Lobos Crush
By PAUL FLECK
Wayland Baptist learned a
lesson in major college basketball
last night as they absorbed a
95-71 loss at the hands of the
nationally ranked Lobos.
Three Lobos posted 20 points
or better for the evening with
dependable Willie Long hitting 23
and John Johnson and Mike
Faulkner each chipping in with
20.
The game was never in question
as the Lobos continued their

Arena habit of whisking out to a
big lead and never looking back.
The Lobos had eight points on the
board before the Pioneers got
accustomed to playing before
13 000 plus, then scored two and
sto'od by while the Lobos made it
15-3.
Johnson, Long and Faulkner
took turns scoring in both halves,
and all had reached double figures
by intermission.
The other two starters, Petie
Gibson and Harold Little, were

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

..

Wayland~

content with their playmakers
roles. Gibson scored only five
points but contributed nine assists
while Little hit for eight points
combined with five assists and six
rebounds.
Pioneer Charles Fuller gave the
Lobos the biggest problem as the
5-10 sophomore accounted for 25
points to lead'all scorers.
.
The Lobos clearly outclassed
the Plainview, Tex. squad, and
made the situation harder for the
visitors with a 49 point first half
on torrid 58 percent shooting
from the floor,
The Lobos now are 5-0 and
looking to move up from their
number 18 ranking by United
Press last week. The ratings were

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

(

95-71

i

I
i

Mike Stewart, the 6-8
sophomore from Caldwell, Idaho,
came off the bench to score 13
and grab six rebounds in his bid
· for a starting position. Coach Bob
King must keep either Johnson or
Stewart from staring, but seems to
get an adequate performance each
time from the one who does not
start.
The Lobos go after number six
tomorrow night against Northern
Colorado, again in the Arena.
Tip-off is 8:05 p.m., and the
preliminary contest, the freshman
vs. Air Force's JV's, starts at 5:45.

Mike Faulkner
. . . starting to jell
based on the Lobos' 2-0 record.
The Wolfpack played their
usual aggressive defense and were
able to force Wayland into 26
turnovers, a crushing statistic.

Robin Barnett and Dave
Roberts, members of the UNM
cross-count~y team, combined
with three other state runners will
represent the Atomic City Track
Club at the National A.A.U.
Cross-Country Championships
held in Chicago, Ill.
The team left Albuquerque in a
two-ton truck van only to have
the engine blow up in transit. The
rest of the journey was a
succession of hitch-hiking and
supporting rides, according to
Web Loudat, one of the members
of the five-man squad.
In spite of this unorthodox
travel the team placed fourth in
the team standings. In doing so,
Atomic City Track Club bested
many of the outstanding clubs
and schools throughout the
country.
Other members of the team
were Leon Garcia and Pete
Squires, students at New Mexico
State. University, and Loudat, a
UNM graduate now coaching at
the University.

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing· Every Nite

Cold-Brewed 8-B-B-Ballantine

Central at University

FUN

P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, Now Jersey

. .

~

FUN

-... and lay a

Invite a. few
friends over to
WATCH THE
END OF THE
WORLD!

little fun on
yourself!

touch as the 5-10 speedster gave
the present Wolfpups a handful
with his shooting and playmaking.
Gordon ended up scoring 19.

Rugby Team

The All Stars got a fine effort
from Pat Curran, a 6-2 Lobo
football player from Los Angeles,
Cal. Curran was not listed as a
starter but poured in 22 points
after getting his chance to play.
Curran's 22 was one short of the
game honors, which went to Mark
Saiers.

Last weekend took a somewhat
inexperienced UNM rugby team
to Tucson, Ariz. for a version of
rugby tournaments that they may
not soon forget.
The event was the University of

Arizona's Desert Classic 7 -a-side
Rughy tournament, a sort of
round robin tourney in which 12
teams participated representing
schools all the way to the
University of California at
Riverside. Teams were divided
into two divisions and a round
rob in competition was played
within each section. The top two
teams in each division then played
off for first through fourth places.
The game is played by seven-man
teams for two seven-and-a half
minute halves with a two minute
break at half time.
UNM sent two teams and the
first team went 3·2 for the
tourney while the second team
turned in an 0-5 mark. Brigham
Young entered two teams and saw
them finish first and second, while
UC at Riverside was third and the
Los Angeles Rugby Club fourth.

The Wolfpups will try for their
first victory against intercollegiate
competition tomorrow night
against Air Force Academy's
junior varsity.
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For Appointment Cal/
25.)·0166
5504 Central A\'c. S.E.

(1 Blk. East of Sanl\Iatco)
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kapy karner

lfigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special roles fo; dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,.
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
247 _4406
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Winner of the Venice Grand Prize
50c with ID

DECEMBER 11th

__

:

7 and 10 PM

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT - · --TIMES STARTING--... ,

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
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CASSETTE RECORDERS

STA~RHIG

SOUND BY
3011 Monte Vista NE

ENCLOSED$----

Near Girard & Central
255-1695 Fri. Nite 'til 9
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FORRENT
FORSALE

1063 RENAULT Caravclle. Good condition.
Call 242-6576. 12/14
1!162 GMC one ton van, grc.at for camper.
Prie~ for immediate sale. Mee-hani~nlly
sound, 266-2391. 12/17
1955 Chevy Pick-up; G; good condition
throughout: 6 p]y tires. mirrors, wooden
bumpers, $250 cnsb. 256-3084. 12/11
USED TV's. $9.95. Color and Dlnck/Whitc.
All rep all• gunrante<!d. 2413 4th N. W.
2/17
BLUE JEAN DELLBOTTOMS. We've got
them now l Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Cen·
rnl S.E. 12/16
FIRE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar. Buy it
from a student. Call 242-81'{0, or 8775320, evenings. 12/18
YAMAHA 305, recent engine overhaul. Ride
it to appreciato. 268-1409. 12/15
AMPEX 85 PLAYER/RECORDER 4-track,
stereomicrophones and patch cord with
two 5/6 walnut cased speakers a1so Panasonic Auto Turntable. $180.00 or best
offer. 265-2304. 12/12
TWO NEW PICKETT electronic slide ruloo.
$19.95 each. 299 2636. 12/14
NEED DREAD. 350 BSA. Priecd to sell.
$160.00. 898-0756 or 268-8871. 12/14
1969 HONDA 350 street bike. Very good
condition. $475.00. 299-9079. 12/16
MINI WASHING machine. Agitates small
loads. Plugs into wall. $20. FREE-female
PtlPPics. Give her one for Christmas. 877M
2791.

DALMATION PUPPIES: will hold till
Christmas. 636-2975, Bosquo Farms. 12/14
FOR SALE OR TRADE-1958 Jaguar 3.4.
Needs some repair. 265-3955. 12/14
PJ,ACE SYMBOL, Front Llctmce Plate.
Spread the good word. $1.75 each. 10<;;
discount on 50 01' more. Georg£!' C. Kim ..

ball at NMh Magnetic Sign Co. 311 A
Washington SE. 12/18
USED TV's-aU styles. $15 up. 441 Wyoming NE. 256·5987. 12/11

PLACED BY----~------

EMPLOYMENT

JMRN GOOD MONEY by helping to reoPen n black ghetto youth center. Lontt
hnir ok. 268-2396. 12/17
Wnnted~mod£>1 fo1• ]')hotogrnl)hcr. Submit
n photo if possible and reply to Bob Mar•
tin, 212 San Andres NW, 12/14
Hl~LP WAN'l'ED-Mnlo. Ea1•n $00/wcokly.
Work three eVenings nn(t SntUl'days. Fot·
inte1•view phone 265-0101. 12·5 pm. only.
12/11
.
$70 GUARAN'tm~D-arcn rcsidtmt to work
only two clays in dty during> Chrlstma~
vacation. ·Long hair ok. Automobl!o required. 277-4D55'nftct• 6, M 't Th. 1.2/16
NFJED ANOTHER HASHER. Call Eddie
Sims 243·0066. 12/14

I
!

I' . i

SERVICES

COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP will be
open Mon. 12/14 10 :30-6:30 tmd the rest
of the week 9:30-5.30. 243-0003. 12/16
TYPING SERVICE IBM Electric. Ronson·
nble Rates, 9800 Salctn NE. 290-8349.
12/17

6)

from 49.95

265·4759

3)

FIVg 1971 COMPONENT SETS, 150 watts
with· professional series. Garrard changE'l"
with cueing device and n.ntis1mte control.
'l'wc]ve spenkcr air suspension syatem.
AM/FM multiplex radio With srrnt<"h and
t·umblc filters. United Froit<ht Sale.•, ~920
Snn Mateo NE. 9-0 Mon.-Sa t. Until 5 on
Sunday. 12/1_0_··----~· -~---~
SLIGHTLY SCRATCHED 1971 Zigzn~
Sewing Machine to be Mld on first l"om(',
fil'st served baBis. S34,00 each. UNITim
FREIGHT SAJ,ES, 3920 Snn Mateo NK
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Until 5 on Sunday. 12/10
BE 1l'HE HIT of your Christmas pnrties
with funky hand-made threads from
India. Dresses $10 _up, l.rimited RUPPhr.
Call Rnm, 266-2785. 12/14
20 FOOT TIP! LINER, ozon, waterproof.
flameproof. New $175.00. 243-4765. 12/012/16

-•

,•.

~

LOST: SMALL BLACK crinkle leather
purse. Keep money IJut wallet, ID's and
key <!S!Hmtio.J to owner. Return to Ho~
kona Desk. 12/17
STOLEN WALLET & J.D.'s. No questions.
Michael Chni!e, 710 Gold S.E. or brin~ to
Lobo office. 12/16
CAR KEY ON RING behind Hokona Hall.
Room 205, Journalism. 12/15
LOST: BLACK PUPPY with white chest
and front paws. Reward I 540 Mulberry
SE. 12/14

5)

ANTI-WAR MASTERPIECE

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement

...........,,,, \ .... ............. (''•: ,.. ......,
... . .
...::·::·..... ~·::·;:: ~:: .::.:,;.

:

LOST & FOUND

TRADE NICE $60 apt. for n irer apt. or
house. 242-3096. Both ncar UNM. 12/11

R=:NE CLEMENT'S

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

..................... .······•

~

~
~
~
................................................................................................................................................ ~

CJLA§§KFHED
ADVER'"fK§HNG

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2)

No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons

AT THE

;'

1/3 of utilitiro, own food, No pets. Call
268-2571. 12/16
CHRIS'rMAS PARTY, Thursday 12/17.
8:00. DYOB-Susy nnd Fawn's .. hou.:;l'."
12/16
... -~··NEW YEARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Special Studcnto Ratca."
Leave December 27, Call 344-0545 , • ,
248-4866 ..• 344-0031. 12/11
.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
In by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

~~TTTYYTTYTYYYYTYY~YY~Y~~yyyy.yyyyy~

~

PERSONALS

WANTgo! Gradunt~ woman to share a~
-hedrQom house with gradunte womnn.
R c co n d
scmffitcr, $GO/month plus

..

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Stor& New Op&n. Adult Books,
Magaxines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnit&
Quarter Arcade
Admission $_4.00 (Movie)

50c with ID

an Edsel!

Claasitled Advertloing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Expert Long I lair Design

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

~~~

DEC 12-13

Sebring ®Hair
Design for Men

TWO LOCATIONS:

ON.fAIIt/(1 ·~
ASUNM
FILM COMMITTEE

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) Per time run. If ad lo to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
par word nnd the minimum nmnbcr of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must bo made in
fuU prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
· 206, afternoons preferably or tml.il.

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.lil,
Tu ... -sat. R-5

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
{ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

t

PARAMOUNT PICIUI!f SPR£ Si NTS

Blood Plasma Donors Neede<ll

Give your very best-Heaven
knows it's little enough.

Ski Club

A movie and a trip to Vail,
Colo. over semester break by
UNM's Ski Club will be the
features of Tuesday's 8 p.m.
meeting in the Union Theater.
"Karli-The World of Karl
Shranz" will be presented by the
club. The movie is a portrayal of
Olympic medalist skier Karl
Schranz and is sponsored by
Swiss-Air and Henke ski
manufacturers.
The $10 deposit for the Vail ski
trip will \Je collected at a table by
the door. Total cost for the
four-day, three-night trip will be

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

WEEKLY EARNINGS

$62 which includes lifts, lodging
and transportation. Final payment
is due no later than Jan, 7.
Accommodations have been made
at the Vail Holiday Inn.
A weekend ski jaunt is planned
to Purgatory, Colo. after semester
break. No date has been set.
For more information, contact
Jeff McKinney, president or Mike
Carlson, vice president at
842·8812, or Kathi Schroeder,
$.ecretary at 247·4565.

Every father's daughter is a virgin

SONY CLAUS

This is a.
movie to
make love
to!

Turn
on with

Wolfpups Stop All-Stars 115-79
The Wolfpups took tneir first
victory of the season last night
after· iwo tough_ losses by beating
the UNM Intramura All-Stars,
115-79.
The All-Stars put up a battle
throughout the first half and went
to the locker room at half only
behind by eight, 48-40. But the
Wolfpups scored big on the tiring
Stars in the second half.
The Wolfpups seemed on their
way to a laughter by roaring out
ahead by a 17-3 margin early in
the game. But the Stars got used
to the unfamiliar confines of the
Arena and got right back into it.
Former Wolfpup Gary Gordon
proved he has not lost much of his

UNM Sports Scene
Cross
Country

New Mexico
Wayland
• fg ft·a tp
fg ft·a tp
Gib~on 2 1·2
5 Hardin 0 1·2
1
Stewart4 5-8 13 Fuller 10 5·7 25
Wright 1 o-o
2 Malone 1 4-5
6
Seidler 0 o-o
0 Garrett 2 2·4
6
JohnsonS 4-4 20 Johnson} 0·0
2
Roberts2 0-0
4 Rogers 0 0-1
0
Faulkncr9 2·2 20 Shelby 6 3-5 15
Little 3 2·2
8 Chism 4 o-o
8
Long 10 3·5 23 Grumke1 2·3
4
Team 39 17·23 95 Team 27 1 7·27 71
Attendance: 13,640

·$CASH$
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U Housing Shortage Greatest Among Married
Survey Concludes 'Definite Need' for More Money

editorial

Burn

Baby
Bur11

r

"If anyone were caught in the

upper floors of the Zimmerman
Library stacks during a fire, he
would be killed." In other words,
one misplaced cigarette could turn
the library into a pile of ashes.
Unplanned construction of the
stacks during the 1930's has led to
"inadequate fire evacuation routes
and facilities. With its ventilation
holes on each floor, the place would
burn like a bessemer converter," said
Norris Maxwell, a librarian.
Unlit staircases in a different place
on each floor of the stacks and a
dumb waiter which provides
excellent drafts to feed flames add to
the hazard. The windows in the
stacks are sealed. Air conditioning
vents act as a floor to floor pipeline
for suffocating smoke. Maxwell said
the "fire alarm system consists of
someone running from floor to floor
yelling 'fire.' "
-Campus Safety Director Walter
Lewis, who is also concerned about
the library's great potential as a fire
hazard, said the stacks have been a
problem since they were built, and
•
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do not even contain a sprinkler
system. "It seems until recently the
books were considered more valuable
than human life since sprinkler water
damages the volumes more than fire
might."
Unfortunately, Zimmerman
Library is not the only well-used
building which is a fire hazard. The
Placement Center, AFROTC
building, the old fine arts building
and Hod~in Hall are all potential
killers.
It would be nice if The Lobo
could report that much more
progress is being made to alleviate
fire hazards on campus. The city of
Albuquerque does not have
inspection jmisdiction over the
campus, and comes to inspect only
those buildings which they are
specifically asked to inspect. There is
no way to foL'Ce the University to
make fire inspection and safety
changes, and unfortunately little is
being done to take adequate
preventative measures against fire
destruction.

The problem i.s money. The
campus safety office must !ll~ke
specific requests toward bmldmg
improvements. The requests then
often get lost in the committee - to committee - to - committee red tape
processes of the University.
The University, however, cannot
put the safety office on a fixed
budget because it can not allocate
nonexistant funds. University
administrators have made requests to
the legislature for funding of safety
improvements. But, said Lewis, "the
legislature just isn't cooperating. We
have asked for remodeling and
rebuilding funds, but have been
refused."
The University can do little more,
so the main burden now rests on the
legislature. But legislators seem to be
saying "burn, baby, burn," to every
request for funding. It's almost as if
the legislators, through their neglect
in funding fundamental safety
procedures, are wishfully hoping
UNM will be a pile of cinders rather
than a thorn tn tlwir sides:
Barb Morgan
'
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A report on housing in the
University area found students are
paying for "location rather than
quality," said Eddie Benavidez,
coordinator of the ASUNM
Statistics Committee which
compiled the report.
The committee surveyed
housing west and south of the
campus and housing available
on-campus.
Their report is presently under
study by the Campus Planning
Committee.
The survey concluded there is a
"definite need" for more housing
in the University area, particularly
multiple-unit housing and housing
for married students.
"However, we were not able to
determine with accurate, scientific
precision the extent of the
housing shortage," Benavidez said.
The committee also tried to
determine the attitude of
landlords toward student tenants,
and found west of campus the
attitude of landlords is "generally
pretty good," Benavidez said.
"But in some places south of

campus their attitude is the about rental rates and policies.
students have to rent from them
Of 229 units there were only
so they don't have to do anything 18 two-bedroom apartments and
for the students."
no three or four-bedroom
The committee found the apartments. Of the 18
greatest housing shortage is in the two-bedroom places, 11 are in a
area of married student housing. complex where rents range from
UNM provided 20 furnished $220 to $240 a month. Only 34
one-bedroom units for married efficiency apartm~nts were found.
students. Presently there is a
Rents in the area ranged from
waiting list of 43 couples. an average of $80 a month for an
However, there are 5745 married efficiency to an average of $141 a
students on campus, 2339 of month for a two-bedroom place.
whom are undergraduates, the Utilities were included in 16 of
committee reported.
the 21 rental fees. Damage
The survey found rents west of deposits, required by all but one
campus are generally cheaper than complex, averaged $45.
rents south of campus, "however,
Apartments west of campus in
where the word 'plush' was used an area bordered by University on
to describe some complexes in the the east, Central on the south, the
south area, it could hardly be used freeway on the west and Grand on
in th;s (west) area."
the north were surveyed the week
Data on the area south of of Oct. 17.
campus, bordered by Girard on
28 complexes, all but five in
the east, Garfield on the south, the area, were surveyed. These
University on the west, and contained 309 living units-191
Central on the north, was one-bedroom, 83 two·bedroom
collected the week of Oct. 3.
and 35 efficiencies. Rents ranged
21 complexes, all but "one or from an average of $82 a month
two" in the area, were questioned for an efficiency to an averagP of
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ABC Union Branch Bank
Robber Nets $15,500
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In the area west of campus,
information was collected at
random from 15 houses inhabited
by UNM students. The four
one-bedroom houses in the area
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Letters:
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In the south area, 67 houses
were polled at random and
information gathered from the 42
inhabited by UNM students.
Rents ranged om an average of
$75 for a one-bedroom house to
an avera~e of $135 for multiple
bedroom houses.
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The committee also reported
rental rates for houses are
generally cheaper than rental rates
for apartments.
"However, one should not get
the impression renting a house
automatically results in a better
deal," the report cautioned, The
committee plans to explore with
photographs the "real living
conditions."

rented for an average of $79, Lhe
eight two-bedroom houses for an
average of $105, the two
three-bedroom houses for an
average of $85 and one
fo~:~r·bedroom house rented for
$100 per month.
It is impossible to find a set
pattern for multiple-bedroom
houses with regard to rent, the
report concluded,
The committee also surveyed
single housing on campus. There
are 2596 beds on campus, 521 of
which are in fraternities or
sororities and thyother 207 5 in
dormitories, the report stated.
In addition, leases in the
University area are the exception
rather than the rule for
apartments and houses, the report
found.
He said the committee plans
further housing research to
determine rental rates and policies
toward UNM students in other
areas of the city. The committee
also wants to obtain figures on the
number of students living at
home, he added.
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Truth or Falsity
To the Editor:
"
. for while everyone well
knows himself to be fallible, few
~-think it necessary -to take any
--~ .. ~·
precautions against their own
fallibility, or admit the supposition
that any opinion, of which they feel
very certain, may be one of the
examples of error to which they
.. ,,.. ....
~
.,p
{/
acknowledge themselves to be liable.
~~
;"'.;~
-..J.~__,
"We can never be sure that the
.c;..
opinion we are endeavoring to stifle
is a false opinion; and if we were
sure, stifling it would be an evil
still"-J ohn Stuart Mill.
n
With those thoughts in mind, I
believe that it would serve a number
related to Nixon's "plan" for ending
of persons at this University well to
the
war. The raid actually reflects a
consider the fact that they were not
change
of strategy and style in
in a position of "instructor" at the
fighting the war. In the beginning,
discussion held by two
Johnson
used the tactic of sneaking
representatives of the Cambodian
into the war gradually, balancing
intellectual community (Tuesday,
escalation
against, American
Dec. 8).
tolerance. Nixon, and the present
Periodically, the two gentlemen
military planners have developed a
reiterated their tenet of providing
more "hit and run" style and have
information, as they know it to be
found that "temporary actions". are
true, rather than instructing on the
more acceptable.
proper position from which to view
The U.S. invasion of Cambodia
the Cambodian (Indochinese)
was this type of gambit, supposedly
problem.
By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
to hasten withdrawal. In reality, it
One individual, amusingly enough,
When
the
Tay
Son
raiders
landed
was a move to save the Lon N ol
came "fully armed" with a copy of
they
found
that
the
prison
government and it did buy some
the Cambodian communist platform
compound
had
been
converted
to
a
time for the needed military buildup
(as projected by the National
vegetable
garden.
With
today's
in
Cambodia. But now, time is again
Liberation (sic) Front), as if to
photographic
techniques
one
can
tell
running
out. The Cambodian war
inform those gentlemen.
.
a
carrot
from
a
string
bean
at
20,000
goes largely unreported in the
Several others, self-styled
feet
and
it
is
obvious
that
military
American
press and the news is
authorities, voiced· not questions,
intelligence
knew
that
the
prisoners
almost all bad. Like Saigon in 1963,
from which to learn, but, rather,
had
been
moved
and
that
the
site
Phom
Penh is now surrounded by
what they considered to be
the
was
selected
precisely
because
communist forces. Reports say that
"elemental truths," apparently so
camp
was
empty
(see
Dec.
3
Los
highways
are open but trucks move
crystalline that one could not help
Angeles
Times).
out
of
the
capital only after paying
but see them.
If the camp had been full one can "taxes" to the revolutionary
I do not in fact, know of the truth
assume
it would have been guarded. government that controls the rest of
or falsity of the information
provided by those two gentlemen. Even with the element of surprise, the country.
Military planners see only one war
Rather, I do know that there is very · there is an excellent chance that
little that students at this University many, i£ not most, o£ the prisoners and the loss of Cambodia is just as
can tell them about the situation in would have been shot in their cells in unacceptable as the loss of South
the first few minutes of the raid. Vietnam-perhaps even more
their homeland.
I would ask those individuals who What politician would risk such unacceptable. The battle has merely
are so convinced of being in the right p'olitica) disaster? Certainly not shifted and the two week period
to spend more time ·listenin·g and less Nixon. In fact, we can safely say that prior to the POW raid saw an
time playing "Andy Hardy Goes to there will never be a raid on a- full intensification of the war and serious
POW camp.
defeats for the Lon Nol troops.
College (1970)."
'rhe POW raid should be viewed in
The real reason for the raid is
N. Snyder

$100 for a two-bedroom
apartment. Damage deposits,
required by 18 complexes,
averaged $30,

It
this context. The first Cambodian
invasion was temporary and may not
be tried again. However, one can
almost write the scenario for a
similar action against North
Vietnam. It would be announced at
the time that it would be for limited
objectives with a withdrawal
schedule . given at the outset. It
would be a spoiling action to destroy
supplies and free prisoners, guarantee
Vietnamization, and allow further
troop withdrawals. The POW raid
was a demonstration of capability
and intent. It was a warning that a
complete takeover in Cambodia will
not be tolerated. It tells Hanoi that
Nixon and the military are willing to
incur the wtath of liberal Americans
and that the next action will be
directed at Hanoi itself.
Is it a credible threat? Will the
Vietnamese and Cambodians believe
it? My guess is that the move to take
Phom Penh will wait for a time when
Nixon is more vulnerable; perhaps
even a year from now. 'rhe little
clique of multi-nationalist thinkets
and military planners that make the
big decisions will then be faced with
the problem of juggling political
leadership in the eoming elections.
They will then have to weigh the loss
of Southeastern Asia against what is
left of the image of American
democracy. They may even be
forced in to exposing· their real
sttength and risking the loss of the
heretofore bottomless well of
American manpower and treasure.

Photo~

Forward, March

l1y

('}mt'l~.

Ft·il

With God (and Ford Motor Company) on our side Jet us march
onward in fulfillment of Manifest Destiny, subduing the heathen
barbarians with the benefits of smog, freeways, mortgages and
conspicuous consumption in the name of Madison Avenue.

The ABC branch bank was
transferred a week ago from the
Union games area in the basement
to its present location in the
northwest corner of the building
where a barbershop was formerly
located.
The FBI said yesterday
"nothing new has developed" in
the investigation of the robbery of
the Union branch of the American
Bank of Commerce (ABC) early
Satmday morning.
The branch was robbed of
$15,500 minutes after a teller
opened the bank Saturday
morning. City police and FBI
investigators said the thief
apparently entered the bank
branch by dropping from a ceiling
duct leading from the Union
bookstore.
The robber left "nothing real
good" in the way of clues, an FBI
investigator said Saturday.
Ms. Corliss Shea, a teller who
transferred to the ABC Union
branch three weeks ago, told
police she opened the bank at 8
a.m. Saturday, leaving the key in
the lock after re-locking the door
behind her.
She then went to hang up her
coat, and when she opened the
restroom door, a man was
standing there. He told her he
didn't want to hurt her, and that
he just wanted the money from

the safe, said Patrolman William
H. Con ley, the investigating
officer.
The teller got the key for the
safe from the teller's cage, and
turned off the silent burglar alarm
system so the alarm company
would not call to confirm the
alarm and scare the man, Shea
told police.
The robber took $15,500 in
different denominations and
stuffed the money into a canvas
bag with no markings. He then
ordered the teller to stay in the
restroom and fled out the front
door, using the key left in the
lock, authorities said.
Shea told police she never saw a
weapon but that the man kept
one hand in his pocket during the
robbery.
Surveillance movie cameras in
the bank were not turned on,
police said. An FBI spokesman
said normally such cameras
operate even when a bank is
closed.
Police said the man could have
stayed in the Union bookstore
after it closed at 5 p.m. Friday,
and crawled 30 feet through a
ceiling duct into the bank.
No fingerprints or other
physical evidence was found at
the scene, and police said they
believed the man was wearing
gloves.

Labor Leader ]ailed on Contempt Charge

s 17,000 Men Requested

~ For ] anuary Induction

By DARRELL GARWOOD
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The first draft call to be issued for 1971
indicated Saturday that the Nixon administration may have difficulty
in making further cuts in military conscription next year.
The Pentagon asked the Selective Service System to provide 17,000
men for induction into the Army during January-the highest sine!! last
April and 4500 more than last January.
The draft call for December was 7000. Christmas season calls
generally are kept low.
The draft calls for 1970 probably will total 163,500. To make cuts
from this figure in 1971, the Pentagon will have to keep the average
monthly call below H,OOO.
Th<' shrinking size of the armed forces, however, may make lower
draft calls possibl(• latPr in 1971. The total strength of the military at
last report was 2,944,70H, compared with 3,3H7 ,000 a year ago.
'rhe dmft calls last yt'ar numbered January, 12,500; Febmary, March
and April, 19,000 t'ach; May, June and July, 15,000 each; Aut~ust,
10 OOO· Noveml>t•r HOOD; m1d December, 7000.
The ~(•ak of uw' draft calls came during tht• Vietnam buildup in 1966when inductions LolallNI 364 1600. Since tht•n the calls have numbered
2Ul,700 in 1967; 2!l0,000 in 196H; and 2H9,000 in.1969.
If the l'att• of dN~lim• in the armt•d forct!S contmues, the manpower
would soon fall bl'low till' authorir.e~ ~trength ~~f ~,900,000 schcdul~d
as of next June ao. But Pentagon offJCmls have md1catcd the forces Will
bt~ pNmiLted to fall to about 2,600,000.
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Cesar Chavez 'Escalates' Boycott
SALINAS, Calif. (UPI)- Fm·m
labor leader Cesar Chavez, under
court order to end a lettuce
boycott or stay in jail, promises
instead to "escalate" his campaign
against grower Bud Antle.
Chavez told hundreds of
Mexican - American field workers
and other supporters who filed
into Monterey County jail during
weekend visiting hours that the
boycott against Antle's lettuce
will be intensified.
He said a meeting between
representatives of his U nitcd Farm
Workers Organizing Committee
(UFWOC), tht) Teamsters Union
and Bud Antle, Inc., was
"fruitless."
The session was arranged by a
mediating committee of three
clergymt•n in an attt'mpt to t'nd
the long union jurisdictional
dispute involving Antlt•, the only
grower in the Salinas Valley who
has had a Teamsters contract
covering his field workers for
several years.

Dozens of other growers are
also targets of a nationwide
lettuce boycott, but they signed
of 1.6 million member California
Labor Federation. He called for
Chavez's immediate release.
"The jailing of Cesar Chavez
will not solve the California farm
labor crisis," Henning said.
Chavez also received dozens of
telegrams of support, including
one from Ms. Martin Luther King
Jr.
"I want you to know how
much I appreciate your fkm
commitment to non-violence, and
your willingness to pay the high
price that such a commitment
exacts despite the seemingly
overwhelming odds against your
current efforts.
"You will ultimatt>ly win for
the workers the rights by which
they were ('lJdowed hy the
creator," the widow of the
assassinated civil rights leader
wrote. "Let me know what I can
do to be helpful to you."

their Teamsters pacts only after
Chavez announced plans to
organize the region. A half dozen
large producers have signed with
UFWOC, an AFL·CIO affiliate.
The mediation committee
chairman, the Rev, Eugene Boyle,
did not indicate whether further
meetings would be held.
Superior Court Judge Gordon
Campbell jailed Chavez, 43, for
contempt on Dec. 4 because the
union leader disobeyed an order
that he publicly end the boycott
against Antle. The judge
sentenced Chavez to 10 days, but
said the labor organi7.er would
stay bt•hind bars un(i! the order
was obeyed.
A state appellate court refused
Friday to fret' Chavez during an
appeal of Campbell's ruling by
union attomPvs.
Among the supportct·s visiting
Chavez during the wet•kcnd was
John Henning, executive secrctat·y
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